singular values corresponding to one state when computing the error bound, as demonstrated in the preceding example. This is particularly an advantage over the result of [2] when the singular values excluded in our method contribute significantly to their error bound.
singular values corresponding to one state when computing the error bound, as demonstrated in the preceding example. This is particularly an advantage over the result of [2] when the singular values excluded in our method contribute significantly to their error bound.
Last, we note that, in computing the error bounds here, solving the optimization problem (12) is the only step that might require heavy computation. As for calculating useful bounds from the singular values, while very simple in this case because of the small finite horizon (see Matlab code), it can become quite challenging in the case of large finite horizons. This is obvious as the results of [1] , [2] as well as ours generally give different error bounds depending on how the theorems are applied. This evokes a very interesting research problem, namely developing a fast computational algorithm that effectively applies these results to calculate useful bounds.
VII. CONCLUSION
This note provides a complementary result to those of [1] and [2] . Its advantages are demonstrated via an example, in which our result gives tighter bounds on the error resulting from the balanced truncation of a four-mass translational system exhibiting eventually periodic dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stability and convergence properties of multidimensional systems have been a fundamental problem in theory and applications of control systems and signal processing and attracted considerable attention in the last two decades, e.g., [1] - [11] , [13] - [15] , [18] - [20] and the references therein. In this note, we study exponential stability of the following linear m-dimensional (m-D) system:
A l x(k 0 e l ) (1) where x(k) 2 n is the local state indexed by an m-tuple of nonnegative integers k = (k1; . . . ; km), A l 2 n2n is the state matrix, e l is the lth unit m-vector such that the index k0e l = (k1; . . . ; k l 01; . . . ; km). The initial condition of the system is x(0) 2 n for k = (0; . . . ; 0). It is noted that, for the special case m = 2, the m-D model (1) It is well known that the stability of a 1-D linear system can be guaranteed by (Schur) stability of its coefficient matrix, i.e., A1 of the system (1) for the case m = 1. However, it has been known that even for a 2-D system in the form (1) with m = 2, its stability cannot be easily analyzed, in general, from the system matrices A1 and A2 .
For a class of m-D systems, it is most desirable to obtain conditions for system stability directly from the system matrices. In [19] , it is shown that if the entries of A1 and A2 are all nonnegative, then the stability analysis of the 2-D system is greatly reduced to checking the stability of the matrix A1 + A2 . This result was further extended to m-D systems recently in [13] by means of diagonal Lyapunov function argument. The results on nonnegative systems may be of practical interest in certain biological, physical, and economical problems [19] .
In this note, we present a result on exponential stability of m-D systems using a comparison method and a solvable Lie algebra condition [16] . The comparison method was effectively used in the qualitative analysis of 1-D systems, especially for large scale systems [12] , [17] . In [3] , the comparison method was applied to 2-D systems with saturation nonlinearities, where the 2-D system was first reduced to a 1-D system. The solvability condition for Lie algebra enables upper triangularization of the m-D system (1) and, therefore, simplification of the stability analysis. The obtained result of this note can provide a new insight into m-D systems with the so-called "property L" and "property P " as studied in the literature (e.g., [19] and the references therein). As a result, the presented stability condition for m-D systems has much more relaxed requirements on the system matrices than that required by the existing stability results and can be easily examined in a finite number of computing steps. It is noted that the same Lie algebra solvability condition invoked in this note was also applied to the analysis of the stability of switched systems [21] , m-D systems [5] , [6] , and neural networks [22] . However, it was not clear in these works whether the solvability condition can be checked within finite steps and, if yes, how it can be carried out. This note will give an affirmative answer and provide a finite test procedure.
In Section II, we propose an m-D version of the comparison principle and use it to derive a componentwise exponential convergence bound on the state of the m-D system (1). Section III gives some basic concepts and preliminary results about solvable matrix Lie algebra. The main exponential stability result for m-D systems in terms of the solvable Lie algebra condition is presented in Section IV. Section V gives further discussions on the main result. Examples are given in Section VI followed by conclusion in Section VII.
II. COMPARISON METHOD FOR EXPONENTIAL STABILITY ANALYSIS
This section presents the comparison method and uses it for the sta- 
ii)
iii) 
For the previously obtained and any initial state x(0) of (1) 
On the other hand, the state x(k) of (1) satisfies
Now introduce the comparison system
where q(k) 2 n . Let q(0) = y(0). Then, by (4)- (7) and Lemma 1,
Consider a nonsingular linear state transformation x = T z, where
Since the transformation does not change the stability property of (1), Applying Lemma 2 to (8) immediately yields the following result. 
III. SOLVABLE LIE ALGEBRA CONDITION
The exponential stability of the m-D system (1) is analyzed in terms of a solvable Lie algebra condition. It is known that the test of stability of m-D systems can be greatly simplified if the m system matrices can be transformed into an upper triangular form [13] , [19] , where the matrix M = [mij ] 2 is called upper triangular if mij = 0 for all i > j. For the m-D system (1), it implies a simultaneous upper triangularization of the m system matrices A1; . . . ; A l through a similarity transformation. For this purpose, we introduce the following basic concepts of Lie algebra [16] .
A vector space of n 2n matrices is a matrix Lie algebra if, for any A; B 2 , the commutator product [A; B] = AB 0 BA 2 . Given a set of n 2 n matrices fM 1 ; . . . ; M l g, if = span fM 1 ; . . . ; M l g is a Lie algebra, then it is said to be generated by fM 1 ; . . . ; M l g. The Lie algebra is solvable if there exists an integer`> 0 such that
A basic property of solvable matrix Lie algebra (see, e.g., [16] ) is given later. The main result of this note will be based on the finite step solvability checking of the Lie algebra generated from the m-D system matrices. The finite step solvability checking condition of the Lie algebra is based on the following result.
Lemma 4: If = (0) is a solvable Lie algebra of n 2 n matrices, then its index`in the solvability condition (10) is not greater than n. Proof: If is a solvable Lie algebra, by Lemma 3, we can assume without loss of generality that (1) consists of upper triangular matrices with zero main diagonal. Thus after the first step iteration the first lower zero diagonal of each matrix in (0) goes upwards by one level. Now, suppose that at the hth step iteration all elements below the hth upper diagonal of every matrix in Thus, all elements below the (h + 1)th upper diagonal of each matrix in (h+1) are zero. By induction, after n step iterations, all matrices of (n) must be zero, i.e., (n) = f0g. It follows that the solvability condition (10) can be computed within n steps. Lemma 4 provides a basis for the finite step checking of the solvability of the matrix Lie algebra. In fact, a Lie algebra given by Thus all the linearly independent elements in (1) can be computed from the finite number of the bases for (0) in a finite number of steps. Consequently, all the linearly independent elements in (i+1) can be computed from the finite number of bases for (i) in a finite number of steps. The Lie algebra is solvable if (10) is satisfied for some` n. A test procedure for the solvability condition (10) will be proposed in next section.
IV. EXPONENTIAL STABILITY OF m-D SYSTEMS

A. Condition for Exponential Stability of m-D Systems
We now present the main result on exponential stability of the m-D system (1).
Theorem 1 Hence, the exponential stability of the system follows from Corollary 1.
B. Finite Step Testing of the Solvability Condition
Since Lemmas 3 and 4 guarantee that the solvability condition of the Lie algebra generated by the system matrices A1; A2; . . . ; Am can be examined by at most n steps of iterative computing of i ; 1 i n, the exponential stability condition of Theorem 1 can be easily computed. This is an advantage of our result over the existing work on m-D system stability.
In contrast, the stability condition in [13] for the m-D system (1), which assumes that the m system matrices are simultaneously transformed into the upper triangular form, depends explicitly on the similarity transformation matrix. So far there has been no known computational procedure for finding and computing such a similarity transformation matrix.
Moreover, the stability condition of Theorem 1 does not require that the system matrices be nonnegative. This is in contrast to some earlier work such as [19] and references therein where the stability condition is only applicable to m-D systems with nonnegative system matrices.
The proof of Lemma 4 indicated the following two facts of the solvable Lie algebra.
i) The Lie algebra generated by A 1 ; . . . ; A m is a linear vector space of finite dimension (not greater than n 2 , the dimension of the system matrices) and every recursive set (i) in the definition of (10) is a subset of . Hence, each (i) has a finite number of linearly independent bases. ii)
The commutator product can be written as a linear combination of the products of the finite number of linearly independent bases of (i) .
Based on Lemma 4 and the previous facts, we propose the following procedure for testing (10).
Step 1. Find a basis of . This can be done by: a) singling out a set of linearly independent matrices from ; b) computing all possible commutator products for the matrix set obtained in a) and adding the new independent products into the set; and c) repeating b), for no more than times, with the updated matrix set forming a set of bases of . Step 2. For , find the finite dimensional bases for by computing the commutator products of the finite number of linearly independent bases for . If the bases, for some are empty, then is solvable. If the bases are not empty for then, by Lemma 4, is not solvable.
V. DISCUSSION
This section presents further discussions on the stability condition of Theorem 1. Since the stability condition is in terms of the solvability of the Lie algebra generated by the m-D system matrices, we will first discuss how abundant the solvable Lie algebras are in the matrix space. Then we will discuss how the sufficient condition of Theorem 1 relates to a necessary and sufficient condition for the system exponential stability.
A. Solvable Lie Algebras in the Matrix Space
By Lemma 3, a matrix Lie algebra is solvable if and only if there exists a similarity transformation matrix T such that T 01 AT is upper triangular for all A 2 . In light of this, we can consider a set of a finite or infinite number of upper (or lower) triangular n 2 n matrices.
Then, can generate a solvable matrix Lie algebra ( ). It is not difficult to see that for every nonsingular n 2 n matrix T , the n 2 n matrix set T 01 ( )T is a solvable Lie algebra. Thus, the solvable Lie algebras may be characterized by the matrix set of the form T 01 T with a set of upper (or lower) triangular n 2 n matrices and an arbitrary similarity transformation matrix T . It is noted that matrices in the set T 01 T are not necessarily in the upper (or lower) triangular form.
A trivial case of solvable matrix Lie algebra is the set of all pairwise commuting matrices. In this case, the solvability condition (10) is satisfied for`= 1. (11) is referred to as the characteristic polynomial of (1). In general, it is not computationally easy to apply the condition (11) to an m-D system (1) . Under the solvable Lie algebra condition, we show in the following that the necessary and sufficient condition can be represented in terms of the spectra of the system matrix.
B. Necessary and Sufficient Condition
If the matrices A 1 ; . . . ; A m of the m-D system (1) satisfy the solvability Lie algebra condition (10) then, by Lemma 3, they can be simultaneously upper triangularized by a nonsingular similarity matrix T .
Let the diagonal entries of each T 01 A l T be 1l ; . . . ; nl , 1 l n, which are spectra of A l . We can obtain the following. On the other hand, if (12) is not true such that ji1j+1 11+jimj 1 for some index i (1 i n), there exist l = ( il =j il j)(ji1j+1 11+ jimj) 01 2 , l = 1; . . . ; m, such that 1 0i1101 1 10imm = 0.
Thus it follows from (13) that the condition (11) cannot be met and the system is not exponentially stable.
The comparison between (12) and m l=1
(A l ) < 1 represents the gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions. Although (12) is superficially simple and complete, it requires that the ordered spectra of A1; . . . ; Am are known which are characterized by the similarity transformation matrix T . Thus the checking of this condition requires us to find the matrix T , but this is difficult and there has been no known procedure to perform it.
VI. EXAMPLES
A. Example 1
In this simple example, we demonstrate the gap between the above described necessary and sufficient conditions. Consider a system in the form (1) with m = 3 and where the entries denoted by 3 do not affect the system stability. Clearly, the upper triangular matrices fA 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 g generate a solvable Lie algebra. The ordered spectra of A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 are respectively, so the stability condition (12) is satisfied and this system is exponentially stable by Corollary 2. However, it can be seen that the spectral radii of the matrices are (A1) = (A2) = (A2) = 1=3 and do not satisfy the condition of Theorem 1. That is, Theorem 1 cannot be applied to obtain the stability of this system. In addition, and in the light of this example, one may easily find an example of two nonnegative matrices A1, A2 such that (A1) + (A2) = 1 and (A1 + A2) < 1. Thus, the corresponding 2-D system is stable by [19, Prop. 2] but it does not satisfy the sufficient condition of Theorem 1.
B. Example 2
This example is to demonstrate the exponential stability result of this note. Consider a 3-D system in the form (1) However, it satisfies the exponential stability condition of Theorem 1.
In fact, the Lie algebra generated by fA1;A2; A3g is Thus, by Theorem 1, the 3-D system is exponentially stable. In fact, the transformation matrix which upper triangularizes the system matrices is 
VII. CONCLUSION
This note has presented a sufficient condition for exponential stability of linear discrete m-D systems. The condition is established using the comparison method and a solvability condition for the Lie algebra generated by the system matrices. The obtained result is very simple and effective in examining exponential stability of m-D systems and it has improved the existing results on m-D system stability in the literature.
